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ARD and ZDF use
Fairlight post

German public broadcasters ARD and
ZDF chose Fairlight post systems for their
coverage of the Winter Games with both
broadcasters offering viewers coverage of the
games in HD from the International Broadcast
Centre and the Mountain Broadcast Centre,
using ARD and ZDF’s mobile production unit.
The surround postproduction was based
on Fairlight’s Crystal Core Media Engine
technology. Fairlight’s integration specialists
integrated the Fairlight systems into the
high-turnaround HD video workflow based
on content management solutions from Avid
ISIS-Interplay and the EVS XT3 video servers.
This integration allowed native playback
of HD-formats directly from Avid’s ISIS into
the Fairlight system. It assured high speed
workflow for audio editing without the need
for format conversions, resulting in a direct
path between more than 20 video editing
systems, audio editing and the broadcast
transmission server.

Fairlight Broadcast technology delivered
the audio and music for the opening and
closing ceremonies at the Fisht Stadium.
The design and direction of audio systems
and services for these events was managed
by Auditoria Pty from Sydney, Australia. The
Fairlight systems were operated by veteran
head audio editor and playback engineer
Steve Logan.

PSI Audio monitored

PSI Audio speakers were used by broadcaster Panorama for Russia and other international TV
and radio broadcasters covering the indoor figure skating, speed skating and short track events
in the arenas of Isberg, Adler and Fischt. Avallon Ltd — the PSI Audio distributor in Russia —
supplied the PSI Audio speakers in stereo and surround installations following listening tests
at the broadcaster. The decision was made apparently because the range of PSI speakers —
from the smaller A14-M and A17-M to the larger A21-M and A25-M — share the same sound
characteristics, allowing engineers to work across different systems easily.
‘It only took a day for all the engineers to really get used to the monitoring in each room,’
said a sound engineer in Sochi. ‘Mixing a live event is always a challenge but thanks to these
speakers, it was very easy to notice when we had added too much reverb or there was too much
compression or just balancing the voice in the mix.’

Horus on main stadium system
The equipment list for
Sochi for NBC Olympics
included three Merging
Ovations and three Horus
with the full suite of digital
I-O and Ravenna remote
control of the routing and
configuration allowing easy
set up. The Ovation/Horus set was connected
to Calrec Artemis consoles via AES-EBU, with
the dedicated keyboard controller located
next to the console. The Primetime show’s
theme music was cued on Ovation with a
live voice over channel and ‘bumpers’ in and
out of the commercial breaks. Any stings or
highlight music cues were also pre-configured

in Ovation and fired from
the keypad when needed.
D ennis G aines f rom
Independent Audio,
Merging’s US distributor
was there to train the
freelance operators on
the programming and
operation of Ovation as well as checking
the installation. One problem that was
encountered early was the inability of some
other playout devices to accept a variety of
audio file formats. Ovation can not only
handle any incoming file format but it can also
convert those files to alternatives with different
sampling rates as needed.
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Moscow-based AV company, Proton Center,
specified six Allen & Heath rackmount Qu-16
digital mixers for the Main Media Centre at
Sochi’s Olympic Park. The Main Media Centre
catered for more than 2000 members of the
international media and more than 6000
television and radio broadcasters from around
the world.
Proton Center designed the AV system and
supervised installation work while its partner
company, Sochi-based Tomlux+, completed
the sound and video installation on site. The
Qu-16s were supplied by Allen & Heath’s
Russian distributor, MixArt.
The Media Centre’s AV systems were based
around the Qu-16 mixers, which were selected
for their ability to provide the functionality and
flexibility needed to complete various tasks,
and to meet the diverse requirements of the
number of broadcasting companies.

Optocore in action

Riedel provides network

CEDAR in action

NBC Olympics purchased multiple CEDAR
DNS 8 Live dialogue noise suppressors for
use at the Games. Responsible for providing
the audio and video feeds for NBC Universal
(including the NBC broadcast network,
Spanish language network Telemundo, and
many of the company’s cable networks)
NBC Olympics installed the units at its
International Broadcast Centre.
Dennis Gaines from CEDAR Audio USA
worked with NBC Olympics to install and test
the broadcast systems. ‘[Today] was the first
time the engineers got to use the DNS 8 Live
in a real situation. They have it inserted on a
bus and in continuous learn mode,’ he said.
‘The engineers were floored! It removed the
noise, reduced echo in the room and allowed
them to get 3-4 more dB before feedback...
they were fully convinced.’

Qu-16s in the
Media Centre

Riedel’s MediorNet fibre-based network supported the transport of HD video and audio signals,
data, and Riedel Artist intercom signals in the Games. A Riedel Mass Cast deployment including
14 transmitters and thousands of receivers and earpieces provided support during the opening
and closing ceremonies.
During the games, Riedel’s modular MediorNet and MediorNet Compact systems were
deployed in double-redundant rings to serve as fibre backbones for audio and HD video (with
timecode), data, and intercom signal transport within the stadium and several other venues
that feed back to the International Broadcast Centre (IBC). Eighteen Riedel Artist digital matrix
intercom mainframes and an array of headsets and beltpacks supported communications at
competition sites.
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L’Aquila-based Italian concer t touring
specialists Agora responded to the tender
prepared by audio director Scott Willsallen (of
Auditoria) to design the routing topography,
including separate networks for broadcast and
live, for the opening and closing ceremonies in
the stadium. They purchased large quantities
of Optocore ‘R’ Series AES-EBU and MADI
interfaces from Italian distributors, Audiosales,
to add to existing inventory. These devices
included DD32R-FX, DD4MR-FX, X6R-FX and
TP, and X6P/X6 AD/DA convertors — part of
an inventory comprising nearly 50 interfaces.
This connectivity formed the hub of an audio
infrastructure which in addition to the fibre
signal transport, involved custom RF solutions
and LAN networking across a coverage area
measuring 4200m.
Optocore’s 2.21 protocol, which enabled
2Gbit bandwidth operation, was crucial to
meet the requirement of a high channel count
and by using all 24 IDs Agora were able to take
advantage of the capacity of the fibre ring.
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FOH mix with Richard Sharratt and Bobby Aitken

The sound of
ceremonies
Regarded as the host country’s opportunity to flag wave and sell
itself, the increasing complexity of opening ceremonies remains a
challenge for stadium and broadcast sound working in unison.
DENNIS BAXTER explains

S

cott Willsallen sits at the epicentre of the crown jewel of the Olympic
Organising Committee: Opening Ceremonies. The Olympic Organising
Committee spends years and millions to secure an Olympic Host, and by
the Opening Ceremonies most control of the Olympic events and venues
is over. In fact, Ceremonies is a spectacle where the current host country tries to
outdo the last — even to the point of stirring controversy. In the 2012 London
Olympics Opening Ceremonies, Danny Boyle was able to get an additional £37
million to spend on the television production of his vision.
For the 2104 Sochi Games, Scott was contracted by Russia’s Organising
Committee to serve as the audio director and sound designer for all things
audio and Ceremonies. This includes the playback and reproduction of the
sound in the Ceremonies Venue plus generating the broadcast sound mix of
the Cultural segments of the Ceremonies Production. Additionally, there are the
technical aspects that are part of the contract like wireless microphones, in-ear
monitors, and the installation of a backstage intercom system that facilitates the
movement of an army of people.
So where do you begin once hired to be the sound designer and principle
audio engineer on all things Ceremonies? ‘Initially the responsibilities of the
Ceremonies sound director/designer are to create a speaker system that fits
the venue’s geometry and delivers the type of performance and control the
production dictates,’ Scott explains. ‘It doesn’t require a lot of understanding
of the show because all Ceremonies follow a very similar format that is well
understood.’

40

Broadcast Mix
Studio with
Andy Rose

The first part of his job is to understand the stadium geometry; the building
geometry is not a function of the show and tends not to change. However,
the placement of the loudspeakers does have a show impact and can result in
late changes that can be quite difficult to deal with electro-acoustically. ‘The
equipment and the boxes is the part we tender. That is the commercial part that
needs to be done early.’
But Scott’s job as sound designer extends far beyond systems design. Once
the systems design phase is complete, he moves into the music production side
where he has an advisory role to the music team. Scott’s objective is to give
them a good understanding of what works in a stadium environment — an
environment that is more similar to sound for a film than sound for a concert.
‘These Ceremonies shows are becoming more and more an integrated display of
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what we are hearing and seeing,’ Scott explains, ‘it’s not just music underscoring
production. They are respectful of the Ceremonies package we want to see
something we are watching. My goal is to gain a really good understanding of
delivered to the world. And they pass that through their system transparently
what the music team is after, because ultimately we were there to recreate their
and it ends up in the hands of the rights holders.
music in this giant stadium space. Additionally, there is a lot of sound design
‘Ceremonies is the first show of the Olympics and failure is not an option,’ he
content and elements coming into these events and we have to make sure all
jokes. ‘Every input and signal path is 100% redundant. Let’s take the speech
the sound elements get their acoustic space and work together in a room with
microphone; it is a custom dual capsule microphone on a custom mounting kit.
a 6 second delay.’
Each microphone capsule passes independently and separately through its own
Scott has the responsibility to deliver an excellent audience experience to
power supply and microphone preamplifier, through a passive splitter and the
everyone who has paid money to sit in those seats, but he also has a bigger
audio signals travel separate signal paths to the primary mixing console and
responsibility to deliver an engaged crowd for the background of those camera
to the backup mixing console. As an added layer of backup I use a wireless
shots. An engaged crowd is something you see and hear and Scott is not only
transmitter on critical speech microphones. With all of the speech microphones
responsible for putting sound into the room but also to taking sound out.
they are obviously cabled, but rarely are those speech microphones in place at
Andy Rose and Griff Hewis capture the ambiance and atmosphere sound
the top of the show. Typically they are set during the show so we have that
of the stadium that becomes the sonic foundation for the entire broadcast of
nervous moment of plug and check, so every speech microphone has a wireless
Ceremonies that Andy mixes for the host broadcaster. Scott influences the sound
transmitter on one of the two capsules in the event that the wiring access is
of Ceremonies that everyone hears — not only in the stadium but also the sound
closed off or damaged.’
of the broadcast.
There is nothing in common among those microphones, nothing is shared,
‘I designed the microphone system and the PA system in parallel,’
Scott explains. ‘We end up in the primary console Capsule 1, Capsule 2 and
says Scott. ‘We are designing a PA system and
placing microphones very deliberately between the
flown arrays at the greatest rejection point of the
microphone. We placed the microphones so that
they are all the same distance from the speaker
sources. When the placement of the speakers and
microphones are done by one team, then you can
get some good results.’ But Scott says a lot of that
great crowd sound is in the reverb of the room. It
makes delivering coherent speech really hard, but
the crowd sounds wonderful in the TV mix. As
the designer of the system and show Scott puts
emphasis back in the loudspeaker design which is
why there are 230 LAcoustics loudspeakers in the
Opening Ceremonies stadium.
While the atmosphere is only used in the
broadcast sound mix, the replay sound elements
are common to the stadium and broadcast mix.
The music received by Scott’s team is an orchestral
breakdown of the music. That means they might
end up with strings low, strings high, brass low,
brass high, etc, which allows them to create a
mix that fits the acoustics of the room. A majority
of the sound elements are played back on a fully
redundant Fairlight system. This is such a critical
positional that Scott brings Steve Logan and Luis
Miranda as replay operator on the Auditoria team.
There are two separate aspects of a Ceremonies
show — the Cultural segments display the various
ethnic themes of the event while the Olympic
Protocol includes the parade of athletes, flag
ceremonies, speeches and oaths. ‘We are producing
a broadcast mix of the cultural segments and OBS
The Lawo V__pro8 covers all of your video processing requirements in a single, compact
creates the mix for all Protocol segments,’ Scott
explains.
and cost-effective 1RU package. 8x 3G/HD/SD SDI In/Out + Frame Synchronization +
‘For the Cultural segments, my team delivers a
complete package — music, effects, atmosphere and
Variable Video & Audio Delay + 2x MADI In/Out + (De-) Embedding with SRC + RGB
that goes to air. We deliver a stereo and a 5.1 mix
Color Correction & Proc Amp + Up/Down/Cross & AR Conversion + 5.1 Downmix +
with the centre channel empty for rights holders and
that goes through OBS directly to the rights holders.
Quad-split Monitoring + Waveform & Vectorscope Display + Timecode Insertion +
During the Protocol sections, we are forwarding the
music and our atmosphere mix to OBS so there is a
Test Pattern and Video ID Generator + EmBER+ & VSM control. + NEW: Extremely
consistency for the entire show.’
precise lip-sync measurement. And if you need to transport Video over IP in real-time,
Scott emphasises that there are different
requirements for the two segments. Cultural
you might want to check out the Lawo V__link4.
segments of Ceremonies are more of a theatrical
sound, and the Protocol segments are more of a
stadium sound that suits seeing the athletes walk
up the ramp and wave to the audience and camera.
It is a blend of maintaining the integrity of the
Join us
music of the Cultural segments and still having the
crowd sound there to create the atmosphere for the
athlete’s parade.
www.lawo.com
‘I am really impressed with the way OBS handles
Ceremonies,’ Scott relates. ‘They try really hard to
separate the Ceremonies production from a Sports

VIDEO
by Lawo
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Scott Willsallen at FOH

a wireless receive from two different locations. Those capsules are completely
independent through two separate transport networks to two separate consoles
with the mixing consoles mirrored so that at any point you can switch the mix,’
he says.
There are two completely separate audio transport systems — one is digital and
the other is entirely analogue. Scott explains there are reasons why both have a
place in a digital world. ‘The main reason is if you are having trouble with the
digital network it is unusual that it is on one line of a digital network — it tends to
be on the entire system. The thing that I like about using analogue as a backup is
that it is really robust. The venues are building sites until we bump out, either by
ceremonies contractors or building contractors, and if you have someone rolling
around a big set and they bash into a cable path, you are looking to minimise the
damage and not take out the entire show.’
Ceremonies uses two Digico SD7 consoles for FOH which is mixed by Richard
Sharratt. One is directly connected to an Optocore system and the secondary
system uses a Digico SD Rack (digital stagebox) to interface the analogue audio.
Each console receives all microphones from the venue by a digital signal path
and an analogue signal path. Additionally there are two Digico SD7B consoles for
the broadcast mix and two Digico SD7B consoles for the monitor mix, plus seven
SD11s and two SD8s for other audio chores.
In 2010, Scott migrated to Digico mixing because they sounded good and
were very reliable but the MADI interface was becoming important too once he
started to interface more directly with the Host Broadcaster — Olympic Broadcast
Services (OBS).
A final and sometimes forgotten role that Scott takes seriously is the use of
audio for operations and safety. ‘A major use of wireless at these types of events
is for safety,’ Scott says. ‘There is always cast moving in the air and we obviously
have an in-ear monitor to them, but certain cast need more interaction with
stage management or the rigging team, so we put a microphone on them and
use that as a return audio path. In-ear monitors are not only used to keep cast
members in sync with audio cues, but are also used to organise and move a cast
of thousands.’
Scott has been perfecting this system since we met in Athens in 2004, but
he says the guiding principles of redundant systems with digital and analogue
connectivity have been in place for a while. Although some manufacturers have
come and gone, Scott says he generally doesn’t like to be the first to adopt a
technology or piece of gear –- with the exception of the Opening Ceremonies in
Sochi. Scott points out that the basic line array speaker system has not changed
much in the last 18 years but then he heard and saw the new system last
summer; the LAcoustics K2 speaker enclosure.
‘Much depends on the heritage of the company you are dealing with, and the
potential benefits that we were going to see,’ Scott explains, ‘benefits beyond
acoustics, benefits from the weight-loading standpoint, ease of installation,
and the obvious benefits of a system weighing half as much on a show that is
suspended from a temporary roof where weight loading is a real issue.’
Even with the introduction of a new system in Sochi, Scott Willsallen employs
a seamless level of redundancy that permeates the equipment and his crew. He
is assisted by Bobby Aitken (associate audio designer) and Justin Arthur (senior
systems engineer) and says that if he didn’t show up then the show would be just
fine. The last time I saw Scott he seemed to be sleeping fine. n
42

(l-r)Standing: Roman Wiederkehr (A2), René Jaquier (AIC), Matthias Wehrli (A1),
Dennis Baxter (!), Mattia Piemontesi (AIC), Markus Brockmann (Supervisor),
Yannick Dumartineix (A1), Beat Joss (AIC), Alain Cellier (A2); Kneeling: Claudio
Kernen (A1), Athos Cavadini (A2), Christian Wagner (A2), Lukas Bürgi (A2)

Skis on snow
It’s the sport that typifies snow and the great outdoors yet the Alpine
skiing is notoriously difficult to capture and communicate well.
DENNIS BAXTER explains how the Swiss do it best.

W

hen you hear the word Alpine, snow immediately comes to mind,
and to a soundman so does a wide array of snowy soundscapes.
From the crunch of frozen crust to the swoosh of a 100kmph
downhill skier, the sound of Alpine is almost more compelling than
the images you see. But it was TV that unleashed the excitement and power of
Alpine skiing with the first ski event televised during the 1960 Winter Olympics
at Squaw Valley, California, where viewers were enthralled by the pictures and
sound of the skiers. Since the 1960s, Alpine sporting events have been telecast
annually by European networks that demand ever higher quality coverage
from the producers and organisers. One team that has always stood out for its
production of winter sports is Swiss broadcaster, SRG. When it comes to Olympic
coverage, Olympic Broadcast Services (OBS) picks the best production team and
the Swiss continue a more than 20 year run. This year in Sochi, I found myself
working with the second generation of Swiss technicians and audio crew and I
am happy to confirm they are up to the job and continue a legacy of excellence.
Behind the scenes in Sochi, I had the opportunity to sit down with Markus
Brockmann, the sound supervisor for the Olympic Alpine Event, to find out how
they do it. Alpine is one of the most challenging venues … complex because of
weather, multiple set-ups, and just the sheer speed of athletic coverage.
The Swiss crew consisted of three sound mixers and a support crew of nine
from Switzerland plus 16 Russian students from The Olympic Broadcast Training
programme. I asked Markus if it is unusual to have a sound supervisor for an
entire production who is not a mixer. ‘It is unusual,’ Brockmann explains. ‘The
reason why is the complexity of the production.’ There are so many different
Olympic Alpine courses, not only men’s and women’s courses, but a slalom
course that was used by both. During the preplanning stages, Markus and OBS
allocated enough equipment to cover three different courses without sharing
any microphones which facilitated the movement and operation of equipment
on each course.
‘What we did was prepare all the equipment three times, so we had three
complete start house audio packages ready to go,’ Brockmann recalls. ‘That
way if one event is already running, we could prepare another audio section in
advance.’
This multiple setup approach required a lot of planning and infrastructure that
was facilitated by an integrated Stagetec mixing and routing system. Each OB
Van has a Stagetec console and extensive Nexus Audio network inside the OB
and external on the hill. ‘We had 16 Nexus stageboxes (digital I/O connections)
all over the hill, from the start to the finish, on three different courses — the
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men’s slope, the women’s slope and the slalom course,’ Markus describes. ‘All
audio signals came altogether to a central router where we split the signals to
the three OB vans and then we saved snapshots of the signal routing for the
different courses and different events.
‘For example, for downhill you’ll have a certain number of microphones
and cameras. But for slalom, the microphones are coming from different areas,
different inputs, and you really have to work with snapshots to put everything
where it belongs.’
Once the routing of the audio signals was completed each audio move only
required a routing change and microphones to be moved. With the courses prewired for the microphone positions, the audio assistants and operators easily
reset their assigned microphone for each session.
During a normal competition schedule, every couple of days the Swiss team

216x125mm PSI Emerging Ad.indd 1
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had to move the cameras and microphones, and depending on weather and
course conditions, perhaps more often. The number of cameras and audio
channels required a lot of planning and preparation for normal change overs
— much less for fast changeovers. Helicopters were deployed to move the
equipment up the hill to their respective positions, but sometimes when the
weather was bad, the crew had to move the gear on skis.
With three OB vans and production areas for the Alpine event, it is easy
to see why it was good to have someone behind it all overlooking the whole
production, not only the sound but also the implementation and operation.
When an event is on-air, the mixers are free to focus on the sound of the show
and not the next setup.
The production of Alpine is organised around three different sections of the
hill: the top/start, middle, and finish. Each section has its own sound and tone
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and each section is covered by one of three OB Vans. ‘The first truck
is responsible for the initial top/start section,’ Markus described. ‘The
top/start mix delivers the sound image of the start house (tent) where
you see and hear the athletes prepare for the race. The sound at the
start gate is punctuated by start beeps, the athlete, the coach and the
starter. As the skier lunges onto the course we hear the slicing of snow
accentuated by the skier’s movement down the hill. The top/start mix
will track the skier to camera #6 where the sound is picked up by the
second OB van.’
As athletes moved into the middle of the hill, the second OB truck
began coverage at camera #7. The sound image of the middle section
was where the mix could achieve interesting left and right motion
because there were microphone operators opposite each camera
position resulting in microphones on both sides of the course and skier.
The top/start (OB1) and middle (OB2) each generated a 4.0 mix
that went to the finish OB van which blended the final sound of the
production. The third truck takes over as the athlete skied further
down the hill and followed him into the finish area and covered the
final sounds of the race and atmosphere.
Each section — top/start and middle — delivered its audio stems
to the finish OB van which balanced the course, mountain tone and finish
atmosphere for a final sound mix of the event. The final mix then went to
the Technical Operations Centre (TOC) where the signal was distributed to the
International Broadcast Centre (IBC) and the rights holders.
Dividing the course into the top/start, middle and finish is extremely efficient
when delivering so many different course sizes. In practice, the top/start and
finish sections stay the same while the middle section contracts and expands
with the length of the event course.
One of the reasons that the Swiss broadcast team is held in such high regard
is the consistency and quality of their sound. The Alpine team is very precise
about point of view and perspective. As the skiers progress toward the camera,
the sound builds and builds and then trails and trails. Brockmann has sound
design foremost in his planning. ‘Actually, I think the point of view that’s
coming into the picture … getting bigger and bigger as the athlete moves closer
… really comes down to this: what my eyes see, my ears should hear. It isn’t
proper to have the sound constantly in your face and arguably fatiguing. What
we do is try to make a dynamic sound. Even if that sound is behind you, I try
to reproduce it authentically. For example, take the ambience of the start house
at the top of the course. There are people behind me that you do not see, talking
to each other and preparing the skis and the boots,’ he states, ‘so let me hear
them even if I do not see them. If I expect to hear the sound and don’t, it gets too
clean. It gets more interesting and more natural to have the sound authentic.’
During competition I spent time in each audio control room and was
impressed to hear how the trucks matched the sound of the course from
the start to the finish. Placement of microphones was critical in achieving a
seamless audio image like that of the Alpine events in Sochi. For example, midcourse microphone arrays provided an innocuous mountain tone that gave a
unified bed of sound from top to bottom. Four Audio-Technica AT4050s were
configured in a 4.0 array to deliver a consistent surround base. The AT4050
microphones were used in a 4.0 configuration as well as spaced pairs of
microphones to capture all venue ambiance and atmosphere at the stop/start,
middle and finish areas.
44

With the significant length and width
of the Alpine course and using cameras
that have considerable focal lengths,
microphone operators were an effective
way to stretch the sound reach and
were perfect for coverage opposite the
camera locations. Microphone operators
at Alpine Skiing first appeared during
the 1992 Winter Games in Albertville,
France, when the French Army was
given the job. For Sochi, it was the
Broadcast Training Programme’s students
that covered the Alpine slopes with extra
long Audio-Technica BP4071L shotgun
microphones. Sochi deployed 16 A3s
who graduated from the Broadcast
Training Programme held earlier in 2013
in Moscow and St Petersburg. These
A3s were responsible for moving the
microphones in and out of the changeable
weather as quickly as possible. Each A3
had to understand basic fault-finding and troubleshooting because the likelihood
of problems on the mountain was high with the rain and snow.
The Alpine event is one of the most challenging venues to prepare for
broadcast coverage. From the weather, the frostbite, fatigue, the altitude and the
long hours to avalanches, there’s not much that isn’t a challenge. High altitudes
can be a real problem for the Swiss team, although Sochi wasn’t as high as most
of the Alpine courses the team is used to. Brockmann explains: ‘What we’ve
done here in Sochi is a good example of the challenges of Alpine. The first week
we were here it was snow, rain and cold and we had to go up on the mountain to
find cables under two metres of snow. The cabling guys were one week behind
when an avalanche destroyed the cables that had already been pulled, so they
had to be done again. That made it very difficult two to three days before the first
training runs with no audio signals in our trucks. It was preparing and preparing
all the while hoping that one day there will be sound in our truck.’
For this level of complexity and challenge, it is important to have a solid
backup plan. With multiple courses, trucks and production areas, you can
only imagine what could happen if a truck had a total failure in mid-show. But
Markus Brockmann had already thought this through. ‘If we were to experience
a total failure in one truck, we could call up a snapshot and run the show from
one desk. Because we all grab our signals from a central router, each OB Van
has access to all the microphones on the hill, so if one desk fails, we simply go
to the next desk. We could have a very fast recovery if we need it — you just
have to be prepared to react,’ he explains with a grin.
But not all the challenges facing the Alpine broadcast team are equipment
and weather related. For Brockmann, being sound supervisor is a mix between
counsellor, conductor and trouble-shooter. ‘One of the most important skills I
have learnt from my 15 years in broadcast is listening — not only to the sound
product, but to the people around me, the producers, directors, anyone on the
team. To complicate things a little more, the Swiss team is composed of three
different language speaking groups — Italian, French and German.
‘Sometimes I feel like a band leader conducting the many parts of the whole
to make a team product while leaving behind the egos,’ Brockmann says. ‘The
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Yle remotes
its coverage
Behind the excitement of any large scale sporting event lie technical
and logistical operations that would defy the belief of those enjoying
the coverage on TV. Finnish broadcaster Yle has taken the technological
and remote route. WARREN BURY

W
fact is, today’s broadcast sound engineer must do both the technical and the
human communications part of his job well, and do it quickly. There are simply no
retakes. You can’t just stop. It helps a lot if you have a technical background for
finding and fixing errors real-time. It helps if you listen to others on the team and
resolve issues. It helps to always have a plan B in your mind,’ he adds. ‘Even here
in Sochi with such a long phase of preparation and planning, there were things
that just happened but we never missed a second of time on-air.’ n

here duties for coverage of the Sochi Winter Olympics fell to NBC
in the US, ZDF and ARD in Germany, and the BBC in the UK, it
was Yle that faced the challenge in Finland. While the German and
the British broadcasters cover only one language each, Yle has two
language obligations to fulfil — four national television channels and 13 radio
channels and services, and 25 regional radio stations carry two languages; some
are Finnish and some are Swedish as around 5.5% of the population is Swedish
speaking.
Any broadcaster working away from home is away from its established
infrastructure and must co-ordinate the operations at its remote and domestic
facilities. Additionally, fees for broadcasting rights are high so keeping equipment,
staff and travel to a minimum is essential even though the viewers’ expectation
is for ever-more sophisticated and comprehensive coverage.
‘The fewer technical personnel that are required on site, the more money is
available for journalistic content,’ confirms sound supervisor Samuli Liikanen,
who was responsible for planning the Yle remote production from Sochi.
‘There is also a lot of pressure to reduce journalists and production personnel
from the Olympic Games side, especially at the Summer Games. Because Yle is
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funded from the taxpayers’ pocket, we have to serve as many different kinds of
citizen as possible. At the same time, we have to show that we are not spending
their money on vanities, so the more stuff that goes out on TV (or radio) from
the fewest staff, the better. This creates pressure to get enough technical people
on site to guarantee flawless production.’
One way to make Olympic Games coverage more cost-effective is to attract
more viewers. ‘The more we show of the Olympic Games to viewers the better,’
Liikanen agrees. ‘And, of course, people are watching more and more timeshifted programmes and using services from the internet. This is the reason
why Yle put a lot of resources into the Olympic Video Player (OVP) — combined
with our own Yle Areena internet radio service, Yle has succeeded in this task.
Radio listeners are more conservative but the internet is gaining new listeners.’
Yle is also moving into HD, broadcasting two of its four channels in HD with
multichannel audio. ‘There is demand to show these games with multichannel
audio,’ Liikanen says. ‘You have to remember that we have to send these games
with two different languages which also seems to double the tasks and technical
needs. Think of the number of inputs in an audio console — if you are already
using six multichannel signals with eight audio each, all the commentaries,
studio and so on and then you add another 20 inputs...
‘To prevent things becoming too complicated, we decided to broadcast live
sports with 5.1 audio plus the Finnish commentaries while signals containing
the Swedish commentaries are only in stereo.’
The established approach to an event like the Games is to handle the entire
production from the location and relay broadcast-ready programming to the
home network. This gives each broadcaster its own look and feel but requires
full remote working facilities. An alternative approach lies in the use of ‘host’
broadcast feeds, which are purchased from the host broadcaster and mixed with
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unique commentary and other content. While this
simplifies the operation, it is expensive and results
in more generic coverage.
What broadcasters such as Yle are presently
seeking is an optimum mix of local and remote
working, exploiting the automation and workflow
capabilities offered by mixing, routing and
networking equipment. Yle is well qualified to
identify the best elements of new and established
broadcast models as it has covered Olympic Games
from Athens, Torino, Beijing, Vancouver and
London, continually refining its setup.
Once the setup began with lot of mixing on site,
then, starting with the Olympics in Vancouver, only
the necessary content was transferred to be mixed
at home. This had required a backup installation,
but in Sochi Yle operated without backup for
the first time — an indication of confidence and
that the concept and technology are technically
mature. ‘Yle has undertaken many remote
productions,’ Liikanen confirms. ‘Conventionally,
the broadcaster brings in all the stuff needed and
either has to use its own equipment and engage
it in — worst case — for several months, or rents
equipment from suppliers and pays a lot. In both
cases a lot of money is spent. With remote production, you save
money because there are fewer people and less gear on site.
‘This year’s Games were like the Vancouver Games four years ago,’
he continues. ‘We successfully networked the Vancouver side and
some equipment at home in Helsinki, and produced audio for two TV
channels and two radio channels.’
Yle senior technical advisor Kaj Flood and senior audio advisor
Matti Helkamaa developed the basic broadcast schemes with support
from others engaged in the production. Based on the setup devised
for the Vancouver Games, the main production was based around
six multilateral signals from satellite, five unilateral signals via fibre,
MADI via fibre, and an integrated intercom/commentary system.
This allowed use of the studio and the production facilities at Yle in
Helsinki.
‘Here in Helsinki, we have two studios for two TV channels, 14
commentary booths, an EVS farm for delaying TV channel broadcasts,
four video edit rooms and the newbie Olympic Video Player — OVP is
controlled by our ICT department with some kind of web-based tool,’
says Yle system specialist, Kimmo Verkkosaari. ‘We mix Finnish and
Swedish languages for transmission, and that makes the audio setup a
little more demanding. We also serve Yle radio with four commentary
booths.
‘Our main production unit is the Yle U10 OB van with a Lawo mc²66 MkII as
its main mixing console, and a Lawo Sapphire as second unit console. Yle TV2
is mixed using the mc²66 and Yle FEM with the Sapphire. The main HD SDI
de-embedding and audio routing unit is a Lawo Nova17, located near U10 and
controlled via line scheduler client from Sochi. This router is also connected to
U10 via three MADI and SDI coax links.
‘The idea was to de-embed audio from multis and commentators from Riedel
MADI lines in the Nova17, so that you get international sound from Tracks 1
and 2, Finnish commentary on Track 3 and Swedish on Track 4,’ he explains.
‘All 12 audio commentary positions in the venues and 13 commentary audio
booths in Helsinki are routed using the Nova. Multis with LR and 5.1 audio
are split to U10’s Lawo mc²66 directly, and also for surround sound to TV2
transmissions. We mix out Finnish stereo, Swedish stereo, international sound
stereo and Finnish surround mixes from the same console.’
‘Our radio production was done on location in the IBC,’ Liikanen adds. ‘The
system was the same as for the London Olympics, consisting of the radio
studio for the Finnish programme with a control room equipped with a Sapphire
console divided in two. The smaller part of the console was in the studio room
for self-operated transmissions by journalists during the night. Our Swedish
language control room has also a Sapphire console running in self-operated
mode. Radio is able to get interviews and other material made by ENG crews
in audio format from our Avid and EVS. In this way, radio gets a lot of material
without needing to send their own journalists to the venue.
‘All radio was served via MADI from the main Nova73 matrix,’ he says.
‘Radio also used four “off-tube” booths [where commentary for an event is
provided by a commentary team watching televised pictures] in Helsinki,
together with the three we have in Sochi.’
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Off-tube commentary was also fed to the Sochi Yle MCR,
to be routed to the Olympic Video Player service. ‘We have
used the Nova73 matrix controlled by the DSA-Volgmann Line
Scheduler software (LS) since the Beijing Olympics in 2008’,
adds Yle audio designer/audio system expert, Pasi Vatunen,
who was the main operator of the Line Scheduler and Nova73.
‘There was Lawo equipment involved previously, but this was
the first Olympic Games where the scheduling feature was used.
One of the great features of the Nova73 and the LS software is
that you can monitor every audio signal and every crosspoint in
both matrices in Sochi and Helsinki by any LS client. Even the
output signals in the Helsinki Nova17 router can be monitored,
which is a very handy feature when you have to find failures.’
‘The Nova73 was fitted with 22 SDI cards, one 8-channel
AES-EBU unbalanced card (for Dolby E equipment), five
8-channel AES-EBU balanced cards, five 8-channel analogue
I-O cards and 24 MADI 64-channel links, plus one bidirectional
Ravenna connection for testing purposes,’ says Liikanen. ‘We
also had one small Lawo Sapphire to monitor signals and
control gain and equalisation for commentator audio coming
from the venues. This also helped things in U10 during the
action.’
The present audio and networking systems at Yle are the result of
co-operation between the broadcaster, DSA-Volgmann and Lawo: ‘Because our
OB van and the MCR unit that links the OB and Studio 7 has a lot of Lawo gear,
DSA-Volgmann and Lawo are the best partners to make our hopes come true,’
Liikanen says. ‘We serve the U10 through the MCR unit’s 12 SDI-cards, which
we are able to control through the network from Sochi or Helsinki.
‘The MCR received seven Multi Distribution Signals from host broadcaster
OBS via satellite. From Sochi we had five signals more, so a total of 12 SDI cards
were used. The U10 receives within one SDI an international stereo sound on
Channels 1 and 2, Finnish commentary on Channel 3 and Swedish on Channel
4. The idea is to serve U10 with readymade packages to make mixing easier
during broadcast. EVS equipment also records these four audio feeds. All the
additional audio is produced in Helsinki or delivered via two Nimbra STM-1
Media Switch Routers.’
The Yle audio network in Helsinki was delivered via Nimbra routers to
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Sochi, where it was used to serve everything, including line scheduler servers.
‘LS clients were given to radio producers to choose different kinds of signal
to monitor and to record,’ Liikanen explains. ‘TV producers had a client for
monitoring purposes, and in the Audio Control Room we had several units. The
Video Master Control Room in Sochi had one client to make connections and
also to monitor what was going on.
‘Last but not least, in Sochi we had one client with a touchscreen to choose
the audio to listen to in our office. In Helsinki, there were LS clients in audio
control rooms and for producers, but connections were mainly handled by us
in Sochi.’
All video and audio from the Olympic venues was collected in the IBC in
Sochi, and chosen feeds were sent via five videos links and one MADI link (all
multiplexed via Nimbra and sent via STM-1) to Yle in Helsinki. There were also
signal feeds between the venues, and also different kinds of control data going
back and forth.
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Sound supervisor Mikko Kuokka in Sochi.

‘Ethernet ports in Nimbra 640 equipment were used to control the switch and
Yle Intranet, CIS, Riedel intercom and Riedel VOIP, audio, video and encoders/
decoders,’ Liikanen explains. ‘To ensure MADI stability through Nimbra, we use
two DirectOut sample rate convertors — one keeps the incoming MADI stream in
time and the other clocks the outgoing MADI.’
With the Olympic venues split between the Coastal Cluster and Mountain
Cluster, Yle used an Ethernet 50Mbit Layer 2 link up to the Gorky Media Centre
(MBC — Mountain Broadcast Centre).
‘In the MBC we had one “heavy” edit and one “light” one, operated by
photographers,’ Liikanen says. ‘From the MBC we had one V(ideo) & A(udio) to
send material to the IBC and one V&A from the MBC roof, where we had a small
booth which was mostly used as a studio for interviews. There were also a couple
of HD-SDI video cables running from the roof to MBC’s equipment room. Our
idea was — and we also used it several times — to use a Lawo V_Pro 8 remotely
from the IBC to choose the signal either from edit or from roof.’ An additional
stagebox, connected to the IBC via Ravenna, was installed for testing purposes
of future remote concepts. ‘This stagebox was not in big use, but it was nice to
realize how Ravenna was working up to the MBC. Maybe next time we will use
Ravenna more...’ added Liikanen.
‘In the IBC our (me and Pasi Vatunen) job is to collect information from iNews,
OVP and OBS to create connection lists. Basically we have to be at least one day
ahead to keep timing clear in LS. Then we wait to see that actual connections in
the video and audio matrix are made. Of course, there is a lot of clearing lines from
venues to Helsinki and fixing errors (if made). Also changes in timetables due to
weather or other reasons keep us on our toes. All video switching is done together
with Kaj Flood and the operators Matti Lehti and Markku Carstens. Operating with
LS gives us time to think what should be connected to where without any lastminute fuss, which always causes mistakes.
‘I should mention that working with Thomas Volgmann and Heiko Caspers
from DSA-Volgmann and Börje Brueggemann from Lawo is one of the reasons
why this project has been successful.’
To ensure the system they had designed would work as intended, Yle had
arranged a test event in Helsinki in November 2013 ahead of the Sochi event: ‘We
brought out U10, the MCR unit, the Nimbras and video matrix with intercom,’
Liikanen says. ‘We hooked everything together with networks and fibre, and
even made a Nimbra connection between one room representing Helsinki and
another representing Sochi.
‘This was necessary to reveal any flaws in the design, and also our supplier had
changed since London -– this time we worked with Finnish company Filmworks,
so it was good for them to test everything before going to Sochi. The toughest
part was getting the network set up and working properly. The idea to use several
partners in ICT is not the easiest way to create this kind of network system, but in
the end we got very good results and everything worked as planned.
‘Looking to the future, the confidence gained through covering the Sochi
Olympics is paving the way for further innovation, including the use of IP-based
systems.
‘We look forward to continuing using a combination of Lawo stuff and DSAVolgmann software at events like the Olympic Games,’ Liikanen says. ‘Maybe it is
a little bit early to say, but at the next Games we may use more IP-based systems.
With Lawo’s V_link4, we will be able to solve the problem of having too few lines
to and from venues and mixed zones. For example, we should be able to serve
both TV and radio mixed zones with this one Ethernet cable connected to some
kind of interface — V_Link 4, most probably — and reduce costs from ordering
lines from OBS (Olympic Broadcasting Services).’ n
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Sound on
the slide
The Winter Olympics have sports like bobsleigh, luge, downhill
skiing and snowboarding which are thrilling to watch because
of the elements of danger and speed. But capturing and conveying
those sensations is challenging. DENNIS BAXTER

M

ost audio for dramatic programming is created by compiling and
recording enough tracks/stems to create a believable soundtrack that
synchronises with the picture. But audio for sports is much more
complex because the audio is captured live — generally by the use
of well-placed microphones. Sports audio is prepared in real time and the sound
tracks have to be available in real time. If you want a particular sound, find it,
capture it and get it ready for the mix. The subtleties of a good sounding design
lie within the strategic placement of multiple microphones and tweaking the
microphones into a location or axis angle that sounds best.
Movement enhances the perception of speed and the sound enhances the
illusion of movement in the soundfield. So how do you create the sound of
movement? Here’s a list of sound techniques to consider:
• Left and right imaging of the sound of the athlete and sled, plus any
exaggerated movement in the surround channels contributes to the sense of
motion.
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• A close perspective to the moving sound source
contributes to the sense of motion and the sound
creates the illusion as if you are standing next to the
track.
• A Doppler effect emphasises the intensity of the sound
as it approaches and leaves the picture.
• The roller coaster effect is a composite description of
the point of view of the sledder and the point where
the sound engulfs the viewer.
• Use of the low frequency effect (LFE)
increases the visceral excitement of
the consumer through the sensations
generated by the use of low frequencies.
Capturing the sounds that contribute to
the sensation of speed starts with good
microphone placement. The Sliding Sports
are a perfect example. In Sochi, Bobsleigh
and Luge were presented from a close
perspective of the athlete and had cameras
very close to the track. Most
camera positions on the
Sliding Track (Bobsleigh,
Luge and Skeleton) had
four microphone capsules.
Handheld camera positions
used an Audio-Technica
BP4029 stereo shotgun
and a mono shotgun
BP4073 microphone. Some
positions had two BP4029
stereo microphones, one
facing each direction as a
come-and-go microphones.
Most of the camera shots
were close perspective and
you needed a sound to
emphasise the movement of the sled past the camera. The goal of
the close microphones was to capture the swell of the air and sound
as the sled went by and let the sound give detail to the picture in the
appropriate surround speaker.
Finally, two camera positions had several microphones at a distance
from the track because the camera shot was wide and sweeping across
the screen. I used four microphones in the curve and the sound of the
sled was imaged to move across the soundfield as the sled went by
each microphone.
Over half of the cameras were handheld, operating next to the track,
and were likely to pan with the sled. This significantly affected the
sound. After listening to microphones, on and off the cameras, it was
decided to place the lead microphone stationary in front of the camera.
The lead microphone was imaged in the left and right channel and gave
the sense of always looking down the track. The trailing microphone
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was good for pulling the attention of the viewer in
the direction of the sound. This sound was imaged,
depending on the direction of the sled, either left
surround or right surround.
LFE is an interesting topic for sports because
defining what should go in the LFE channel varies.
Constant LFE can be fatiguing and there was a lot
of low frequency sound in the larger sleds. An LFE
channel was generated from certain microphones
along the course to give an up and
down swell of intensity as the sled
moved down the track and not to just
deliver a constant rumble.
The sliding track was unique
because of the variety of surfaces
and acoustics. This was a track that
was a channel of ice from top to
bottom with a barrel-shaped wall
that refocused the sound back into
the track. There were also multiple
overhead surfaces where lights were
mounted. All of this contributes to
some interesting acoustics and sound that resonates down the track.
The reverberant sound of the sled could be heard travelling ahead of the
sled which accounted for a very loud acoustic base that the sound mixer
had to build sonic detail on.
Unique to speed sports is the necessity to adjust the distance of the
microphone from the camera so the sound matches the picture. Timing
the microphones to the camera accounts for framing size and speed so the
sound designer can control the critical time when the
sound image appears with the sled in the frame. The
speed of the sound determines the synchronicity of
when you see the picture and hear the sound.
The start and the finish spectator areas were
captured with AT4050ST large diaphragm
microphones hung from the roof and positioned
centre and in front of the audience. Additional
microphones on stands at the far left and far right
of the stands ensured the spectator sound filled the
rear channels of the atmosphere. The far side fills
were spaced pairs of AT4050s. The positions of
the microphones did not have to match the final
spatial placement — what I mean by that is that
the surround channel atmosphere does not have to
be behind the point of view of the viewer. In fact, it
is best not to capture atmosphere from behind the
spectators because it can have less detail.
Many years ago a German sound technician told
me and showed me it was all about microphone
placement and after three decades it still comes
down to exactly that. n
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